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Business Social Software for High Performance
Collaborative Project Working

Why OpusView?
OpusView is a powerful end-to-end suite of enhanced tools designed to make
working on any business project more effective. As a social framework,
OpusView drives innovation, improvement, and transformation to successful
outcomes. OpusView is a fully customizable digital environment for all users
across the enterprise. For business initiatives, OpusView offers advanced
approaches to coordinating and organizing group collaboration.
Designed as a complete and versatile business SaaS solution, OpusView
harnesses and directs organizational assets into seamless activity. Groups,
teams, and communities can visualize, socialize and mobilize around defined
goals to share information, and work on opportunities and risks.
OpusView is the engine of corporate agility. It enables more purposeful team
communication and accurate progress monitoring. It accelerates knowledge
creation and transfer, refines decision-making, and aligns group and individual
activity more closely with business strategy.

Alignment with strategy
Ensuring group and individual activity is consistent at the business initiative
level with objectives is crucial to achieving fast and stable corporate growth.
Integrated into OpusView is the objectives and key results (OKR) methodology
used increasingly by dynamic organizations to connect individual endeavour
to the corporate plan.

HIGHLIGHTS
Reduces the start to finish time
of business projects.
Develops closer working
relationships between business
and IT.
Organizes project groups and
clarifies goals.
Promotes faster access to
organizational talent.
Dissolves silos through
project work.
Motivates higher creativity and
productivity levels.
Creates a digital memory which
can be recalled anytime.
Produces documentation for
initiative execution.
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Industry-agnostic, user-customizable
OpusView is industry-agnostic. Both business and technical audiences responsible for specific collaborative work
plans can easily create their own interface to best model the organizational structure, work pathways, and human
networks required to achieve a common goal.
A collaborative model is easy to create and easy to use. The user experience follows a no-nonsense approach that
is as enjoyable and as frictionless as possible. The platform is highly visual and interactive, capable of supporting
simple and complex requirements. Dashboards, visualizations, and event-driven analytics empower users from
start to finish, delivering business initiatives more quickly.
Team creation, skill identification, knowledge sharing and work organization are just a few of the functions that
can be integrated into an individual model. Workspaces and elements are underpinned by a logical schema which
also embeds business objectives, key result targets, task allocation, and resource delineation.

Speed matters
Disruptive change demands speed of response. OpusView can mobilize networks of people quickly by creating
organizational transparency. Capabilities and resources can be surfaced or developed quickly and then harnessed
in real-time.
Complex problems can be analyzed and solved collectively by coordinating diverse expertise around specific tasks.
Trends can be anticipated, pre-emptive action taken, and competitive advantage won.

Simplicity and sophistication
OpusView scales to every business demand and every user type. Whether the business initiative is large or small,
simple or complex, OpusView provides business and technical users with all the flexibility they need to match the
tool to the task. Custom templates will map to both a highly structured or more free-form approach, whichever best
reflects the needs of the manager, group, or organizational culture.

NEW TOOLING FOR THE
DIGITAL ENTERPRISE

Powerful mix of social working,
project management and
real-time communications that
maximizes the return on your
teams and business projects.
REDUCE COST - MORE SALES

Providing all the productivity,
management, collaborative and
social tools in one seamless
real-time system.
ENHANCED PERFORMANCE

Best practice services are
pre-configured for rapid
project/programme setup.
Services enable specializations:
sectors, partners and processes.
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Feature overview
Visibility of progress with
ability to intervene

Locate experts
& relevant content

Transparency of work
contributions

Improved method of
collaborative working

Alignment to
business strategy and goals

OpusView
ONE
INTEGRATED
SYSTEM

Rapid project setup
with business services

Manage project costs

Access to and sharing
of information

Networks of external
customers and partner

Adapt plans in
dynamic environments

Studio
A powerful and easy-to-use builder that allows you to put together everything you need for your collaborative
business project. With Studio, business and technical users can create and visualize initiatives from start to finish.

Project Center
Project Center provides an instant summarized view of Project Rooms giving users the ability to move to any
project seamlessly.

Dashboards
Dashboards clarify performance objectives by presenting key information in real-time about all projects you are
involved in. The interactive interface allows users to change the detail level and navigate straight to relevant sections.

Planner
Use automatically generated interactive calendars and Gantt charts to view tasks and plan activities. Monitor the
overall timeline of the project and the expected completion date.

Resources
Create notes and mind maps, and capture and store web links, videos, and documents. All these resources can be
shared, and any activity update is recorded for transparency.

Mind Maps
An integrated mind mapper can clarify thinking by visually structuring thoughts to understand what’s important.
Share mind maps to help with business process planning and group working.

Real-Time Communications
Increase work efficiencies by saving time and sharing information in your collaborative environment using topic
based chat, message broadcasting and call conferencing with VOIP.
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Voting and Feedback
Powerful, flexible, and designed to gain an accurate view of people’s preferences, real-time voting and feedback systems
ensure organizational buy-in and are a great way to increase participation in company-wide projects.

Sketcher
An integrated canvas editor can convey information visually, advance thinking, and support discussion. Import images and
files to help with planning and sharing ideas in real-time.

Community
Strong community connections are embedded to enable successful relationships whenever there are business initiatives
to complete. Users can find out about co-workers’ profiles, skills, and expertise, be notified about new initiatives in
the enterprise, and access and contribute to project-orientated Wikis and Blogs.

Sharing
A robust sharing and propagation trail identifies users as creators, owners, sharers, and even group sharers. This lets
you leverage your collaborative networks efficiently, whilst also being able to control the progress and completion of
a project. All resources and components can be shared with pin-point granularity.

Search

Managers can quickly identify potential team members by searching for skills and expertise profiles against requirements.
Users can search the entire initiatives database for relevant business information. Information assets can be made
public to users who can then identify the right content to share and consume.

To-do Lists
Keep prioritized to-do lists. Activities can be delegated and assigned to co-workers. Vital actions won’t get missed,
and you and the group will be more productive.

Team Boards
View project performance, workload of each team member and status of each task. Easily change work schedules to
suit priorities.

Templates

Turn succesful, proven project patterns into reusable and repeatable project approaches, or utilize out-of-the-box best
practice services.

Project Costs
Manage projects costs at individual and team levels. Track history of costs and make sure project budgets are adhered to.

Task Dependencies
Set and view task dependencies and critical paths across your projects. Drill down on tasks that need closer viewing
and intervention.
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